BIRD OF THE YEAR 2018
OYSTERCATCHER THREAT/ACTION CARDS

This card game is a companion activity to Lesson Plan 3: Conservation Efforts of African Black Oystercatchers

.

INSTRUCTIONS:
This game is similar to “Go Fish” and is meant to remind you of the threats that African Black Oystercatchers face, and most
importantly, some of the actions that YOU can take to remove or reduce the threats.

MATERIALS REQUIRED:
Printer and paper to print out instructions and the gameplay cards / Scissors to cut out gameplay cards / Optional – Sheets and
Laminator to make the cards more durable.

PREPARING TO PLAY:
Print out the instructions and the gameplay cards. Cut out the gameplay cards. Optional – Laminate the cards.

HOW TO PLAY:
The goal is to win the most "books" of cards. A book is all six cards of a Threat/Action match.
The game can be played by 2 – 5+ players. For the game a player is called an “oyker” and to ask for a card is to “oyks” for a card.
There are 10 types of Threat cards and 10 types of matching Action cards (see the table below). There are 3 copies of each
type of card. All together there are 60 cards.

THREATS

MATCHING ACTIONS

dogs off-leash

dogs on-leash

Illigal vehicles

report illegal driving

development

support well planned development

spring high-tide

don’t obstruct higher breeding areas

disease

take sick bird to rehabilitation area

pollution

plan and do regular beach clean-ups

red tides

take poisoned bird to rehabilitation centre

alien land predators

notify conservation organisations

humans close to breeding areas

explain and ask them to move away

natural predators

increased safer breeding areas

Shuffle the cards well and deal the cards clockwise one at a time, face down, beginning with the oyker to the left. If two or three
people are playing, each oyker receives eight cards. If four or more people are playing, each oyker receives six cards. The rest of
the pack is placed face down on the table to form the stock.
The oyker to the left of the dealer is the ﬁrst to oyks. The oyker looks directly at any opponent and say, for example, "I oyks your
Dogs on-leash," usually addressing the opponent by name and specifying the Threat/Action card he wants. The oyker must
have at least one of the opposite cards of the matching Threat/Action he oyksed for in hand e.g. for the “Dogs on-leash”
example the oyker must have at least one “Dog off-leash” card in hand. The oyker who is addressed must hand over all the
cards requested. If the oyker has none, he says, "Oyker catch!" and the oyker who made the request draws the top card of the
stock and places it in hand.
If a oyker gets one or more cards of the Threat/Action cards he oyksed for, the oyker is entitled to oyks the same or another
oyker for a card. The oyker can oyks for the same card or a different one. So long as the oyker succeeds in getting cards, the
oykers turn continues. When a oyker receives a card, he must reveal the card and show his opposite Threat/Action card so
that the other oykers can verify it is correct. If a oyker gets the sixth card of a book, the oyker shows all six cards and places
them on the table face up and plays again. If the player oyks and does not receive a card he oyksed for, the turn passes to the
oyker to the left.
The game ends when all ten books have been won. The winner is the oyker with the most books. During the game, if a oyker is
left without cards, the oyker may (when it's the oykers turn to play), draw from the stock and then oyks for the matching card of
that Threat/Action. If there are no cards left in the stock, the oyker is out of the game. The oyker that started the last game
must shuffle and deal the cards for the next game.
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Print 3 of these pages

threat card

threat card

threat card

threat card

dogs off-leash

red tides

natural predators

Illigal vehicles

threat card

threat card

threat card

threat card

humans close to
breeding areas

spring high-tide

alien land predators

development

threat card

threat card

Create Your Own

Can you think of any threats?

disease

pollution

Create Your Own

Can you think of any threats?
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action card

action card

action card

dogs on-leash

take poisoned bird to
rehabilitation centre

action card

action card

action card

action card

explain and ask
them to move away

don’t obstruct
higher breeding areas

notify conservation
organisations

support well
planned development

action card

action card

increased safer
breeding areas

Create Your Own

Can you think of any actions?

take sick bird to
rehabilitation area

plan and do regular
beach clean-ups

action card

report illegal driving

Create Your Own

Can you think of any actions?

